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ABSTRACT

Now that students in our introductory object-oriented programming course are more familiar with Zoom and screen sharing, we consider novel assessments that leverage these tools. We developed a style of assessment where students submit a recorded screencast of them tracing a submitted program. We describe the design of the assessment and tracing prompts, and report on an analysis of 59 submitted student videos. Our findings include common mistakes and aspects of student understanding that were expressed in the video but not in the text and code submitted by students. For example, we observed different strategies that yielded the same correct trace of a loop, as well as incorrect traces of students’ own correct recursive programs. These guide us towards ways to refine the assessment and prompts in future iterations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When teaching introductory object-oriented programming, it is natural to assess how well students are able to generate code. However, some conceptual learning goals are hard to infer just from students’ code. In this experience report, we present and analyze an assessment strategy we deployed to help uncover conceptual (mis)understandings of key topics like loops and recursion.

Recent emergency remote instruction resulted in all of our students being familiar with Zoom and screen sharing. Given institutional support for these tools, we used them to explore novel assessment methods that produce richer and more authentic artifacts: student traces and explanations of their own work.
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The exam task for loops and arrays was:

Task: Implement the method averageWithoutLowest which takes an array of doubles and returns the average (mean) of them, leaving out the lowest number. For example, the average of 1, 2, and 3 according to this scheme is 2.5. If there are no elements to average, the method should return 0. If there is a tie for the lowest, leave out only a single one of the tied lowest numbers.

```java
int z = 0;
for(int i = 1; i < 6; i += 2) { z += i; }
// i start i end z start z end
// 1 3 0 1
// 3 5 1 4
// 5 7 4 9
```

Figure 1: The midterm tasks related to loops.

In this paper, we begin by sharing the context for our experience report: a large-enrollment first-year level class at a public research-intensive institution in the United States. We detail the instructional strategies and assignments that prepared students for the assessments and share our exam prompts. In a qualitative analysis of a sampling of student submissions, we find support for this asynchronous video exam assessment style: specific student errors that are visible only in the videos and not through (even careful) reading of submitted code. We discuss course design choices that can effectively support this assessment style, including competency-based grading (to offer multiple opportunities to work through the material and to mitigate the stress of oral exams), careful design of exam code snippets and question prompts, and grading rubrics that scale to large course teams with undergraduate graders.

2 CONTEXT

The context of this experience report is a large (enrollment around 550) introductory course on object-oriented programming at a public research-focused US institution. In addition to regular formative assessments and programming assignments, there were 3 exams during the term, followed by a final exam. Each exam had 5-6 programming problems that students completed individually in a
Exam Task (Programming: Recursion)

Task: Add the method lengthOfLongest to the interface Tweet. It should be a method with no arguments that returns the length (number of characters) of the Tweet in the thread with the longest content among Tweets in that thread.

Starter Code:

```java
interface Tweet()

class TextTweet implements Tweet {
    String contents;
    // other fields and constructor ...
}

class ReplyTweet implements Tweet {
    String contents; Tweet replyTo;
    // other fields and constructor ...
}
```

48-hour period. The programs were graded automatically for correctness against an instructor-written test suite. On each exam, 2 of the programming problems had associated video tasks, which were graded manually by the instructional team (the instructor along with graduate and undergraduate teaching assistants) using a shared rubric. The video component was designed to provide assurance that a student understood the code they had submitted, which served as both an assessment of learning outcomes related to tracing code and a check on academic integrity. This format of exams had been in previous offerings of the course, and the course team had experience designing and administering them.

Exams were graded on an effectively pass/fail basis with a high level of achievement required to pass: there were no fractional points, and failing a more than a few automated test cases on any programming problem would result in a no-pass (details in Figure 3). Then, to support competency-based grading (and to reduce the stakes associated with any one exam), the final exam was structured as 3 explicitly-separated sections, each corresponding to one of the earlier exams. Students could replace their grade on an earlier exam with a strong performance on the corresponding part of the final; similarly, if they earned a high score on an exam during the term, they could skip that part of the final. Since these assessments give multiple opportunities to demonstrate knowledge of each concept, this fits within the competency-based grading paradigm.

In this paper, we use the second exam (which we call the midterm) as a case study of our coding + screencast videos assessment strategy, its benefits, and how we plan to refine it in the future. Figures 1 and 2 show 2 programming problems with their associated video tasks from this exam. The exam covered arrays, structural recursion through interfaces, and command-line programs.

2.1 Course and Problem Context

There are a few relevant details about course design and context that motivate the problems shown in Figures 1 and 2.

For averageWithoutLowest, students had seen several similar array-focused problems in lecture and in homework. The problem has special cases for array lengths 0 and 1 and interesting behavior on duplicates, which makes it rich enough to have a variety of meaningful test cases. A sample solution might be:

```java
double averageWithoutLowest(double[] nums) {
    if(nums.length <= 1) { return 0; }
    double total = 0.0, lowest = nums[0];
    for(double n: nums) {
        if(n < lowest) { lowest = n; }
        total = total + n;
    }
    return (total - lowest) / (nums.length - 1);
}
```

The Tweets data structure used in the tasks in Figure 2 is a recursive structure (Tweets and replies to them) implemented through the shared Tweet interface. We spent time in lecture and homework discussing Tweets and Twitter, so students were familiar with the idea of content, replies, and so on; understanding Twitter was not a new task for them as part of the exam. Similarly, students

\[1\] We acknowledge to the Twitter-using reader that we made an arguably nonstandard choice to represent threads starting with the last reply.
had significant experience with the pedagogic testing library for Java [8] that gives the reference numbers for Examples: the C:2 in this.1 = C:2 is explicitly referring to the C object printed on the line before it. Students had seen and worked with many examples like this in class and homework prior to the midterm. A sample solution to the programming task might be:

```java
int lengthOfLongest() { // In ReplyTweet
    return Math.max(this.contents.length(),
                     this.replyTo.lengthOfLongest());
}
```

In both programming tasks, students were asked to write loop or stack traces in comments in plain text in their submitted code files. In lecture, the instructors drew such traces on virtual whiteboards with the same kinds of information, but not in a textual format. The submitted traces formed the basis for some of the student presentations in video and were part of the assessment.

3 RELATED WORK

The design of these exams is situated in existing research in several areas that motivate and justify our exam design decisions.

3.1 Assessment and Tracing Code

Perkins et al. notes the importance of students tracing their code and performing walkthroughs, as it helps with debugging and forces students to read their code more objectively instead of projecting their own presumptions onto their code [14]. Perkins et al. and others found that students may succeed with programming but struggle with program traces [10, 11, 14], suggesting that tracing their own programs is an opportunity for both instruction and assessment. Work on reverse tracing [5] suggests that having students come up with example inputs is also valuable. In our exam prompts, we did this by specifying constraints on the input that students should use for their traces without providing the actual input. There are many strategies and scaffolding for tracing [1, 9, 17]. We constrained ourselves to textual formats for simplicity and consistency for the exam, but investigating structured drawings and other tools may be incorporated in future versions.

3.2 Oral Exams in Computing Courses

Synchronous oral exams have a rich history in computer science and other disciplines. Their goals overlap with ours to some extent, and it is useful to consider the tradeoffs with our asynchronous recorded approach. We focus on a few studies in computing and adjacent fields that emphasize the typical benefits of oral exams.

Schurgers et al. [12, 16] handled oral exams at a similar scale to our video assessments. Their exams were graded by IAs, who could pass the student or indicate that the student had to take a followup exam with the instructors. We miss out on connecting students with instructional staff due to grading asynchronously. Ohmann [13] discusses oral exams specifically in introductory computer science, emphasizing followup questions and hints. We are not confident in training our course staff on this free-form, conversational exam, and instructors cannot hold over 500 oral exams themselves. Gharibyan [3] emphasizes the academic integrity (along with follow-up questioning); we get similar but weaker academic integrity benefits (authenticating the student’s appearance).

3.3 Competency-based Learning

Our two-try exam style is an instance of competency-based grading (also called mastery learning, mastery grading, or specifications-based grading) which is an assessment technique used broadly in and out of computing [2, 7]. We have adapted this to serve as the major assessments for the course, replacing traditional on-paper exams. Our analysis in the paper does not rely heavily on this feature of our assessment, except that it gave us our stringent grading standards that allowed for an easy classification of pass/fail for sampling student submissions.

4 VIDEO ANALYSIS

We focus our analysis on the second exam and its corresponding part of the final exam. To select a sample of videos, we classified non-perfect exam submissions based on whether score deductions came from the code or the video. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of student performance. We over-sampled from midterm submissions that did not pass (UC and UV in Figure 3) with the goal of finding...
misconceptions and comparing between passing submissions and non-passing ones. For the UC and UV midterm submissions, we compared their midterm submission and their submission from the corresponding part of the final exam. This resulted in a total of 59 videos from 39 students. Videos had a limit of 8 minutes and were submitted via Gradescope as a file alongside students’ code.

To analyze the videos, two researchers independently watched a small subsample of the videos and developed an initial set of codes capturing salient features based on their observations. Then they watched all the videos together and iteratively developed a codebook organizing these features. Some of these features appeared frequently enough to suggest themes that give evidence for the usefulness of this assessment approach (demonstrated learning in paired videos, loop trace features, recursion stack trace features, bad but working code, bugs not caught by tests) and others pointed towards revisions we plan to implement in future offerings of this class (differences from prompt, inaccurate grading feedback). The remainder of our analysis uses specific examples from the sampled exam submissions to draw lessons about this assessment approach.

4.1 Disparate Loop Trace Strategies

Figure 4 illustrates how students filled in loop traces in their videos for the task in Figure 1. Students chose different orderings, all of which (for their program) could result in correct final results. The right-hand side of the figure represents the order in which the table given on the left would be filled in. We did not observe any students with traces that did not start at the top left.

We take trace order \( \Box \) for detailed example. The first value the student fills in is the top-left – the 0 representing the initial value of \( i \) in the commented trace table. Then they next fill in the updated value of \( i \), 10, which is its value at the end of the first iteration. Next, they fill in the value 40 for the initial value of \( \text{small} \), then the value of \( \text{small} \) at the end of the iteration, which is still 40. Then they proceed with the same ordering in the next iteration: \( i \) followed by its updated value, then \( \text{small} \) followed by its updated value. We call this trace by iteration and not in evaluation order, because it does not follow the order in which Java would evaluate the variable updates. In particular, \( \text{small} \) gets its updated value of 10 in the second iteration while the value of \( i \) is still 1, not when \( i \) is 2.

In contrast, in trace order \( \Box \), the student fills in the values of variables in evaluation order of the program. They first consider the initial value of \( i \), then the initial value of \( \text{small} \), then the updated value of \( \text{small} \), then the updated value of \( i \).

Finally, a completely different strategy was \( \Box \), where students filled in the table one variable at a time. That is, they filled in all iterations’ values of \( i \), first initial, then updated, then all iterations’ initial and updated values of \( \text{small} \).

Each strategy \( \Box, \Box, \Box \) was observed at least once in the sampled videos we watched. Interestingly, for this kind of program, we did not observe students making mistakes because of choosing one order over another, even though they needed to be careful to use the starting value of \( i \), not the ending value of \( i \) when considering the array lookup \( \text{arr}[i] \). However, other programs with loops (that we did not assign for tracing) are less amenable to strategies \( \Box \) and \( \Box \). For example, consider strategy \( \Box \) and the core of a merge algorithm on arrays:

```java
// left, right, merged are arrays
int il = 0, ir = 0, i = 0;
while (il < left.length && ir < right.length)
    if (left[il] <= right[ir]) { merged[i] = left[il]; il++;
    } else { merged[i] = right[ir]; ir++;
    }
i++;
}
// left = (1, 3, 5) right = (2, 4)
// iL iL' iR iR' i i'
// 0 1
// 1 ??
```

In this example, the updated values of \( iL \) depend on the values in the array and the value of \( iR \), so the \( iL \) column cannot be filled without at least implicitly tracing through some of the results for other columns. Here, a direct application of strategy \( \Box \) does not make sense for tracing this program.

Sometimes variables’ updated values depend on a mix of the original and updated values of other variables. Consider this implementation of Russian Peasant Multiplication:

```java
// first and second are integers
int result = second % 2 == 1 ? first : 0;
while(second > 1) {
    if (first == first * 2; second = second / 2;
    if(second % 2 == 1) { result = first;
    }
}
// first first' second second' result result'
// 3 6 10 5 0 6
```

The tracer has to be careful to select the updated versions of first and second to update result. In contrast, in the loops assigned in the exam, the initial value of the variable was used, even if the updated value was already filled in.

In the exam, the question prompt ordered columns in the trace template in an order that suggested strategy \( \Box \). Some students still followed evaluation order, and some even reordered the columns in their own trace to work left-to-right in evaluation order.

We take three lessons from this:

1. In choosing whether to provide a sample table layout (and, if so, which) we need to balance assessing different skills (e.g. by leaving students to make choice of ordering columns, or choosing layouts that follow the order of evaluation) with the need for enough structure to grade an assessment.
2. We can design problems and programs that would distinguish if students traced using strategy \( \Box, \Box, \Box \) as a more refined assessment of evaluation order understanding.
3. We should consider explicit coaching or practice with setting up loop trace tables from scratch to make them as useful as possible for students’ program comprehension. We do not want students to think that they have to overfit to particular schemas drawn from just one type of example.

4.2 Mistakes in Tracing Recursion

Students mostly generated correct loop traces; most deductions on the loop problem were due to code mistakes. In contrast, when tracing recursion, students with correct recursive code had mistakes in their trace. Setting aside students with wrong code, significantly
of these three, or switched between them in different parts of a trace. 1 of those 5 passed.

Figure 4: Different loop trace strategies seen in student videos. The remaining 5/39 students not counted above used a strategy other than one on the outcome of the comparison. As a result, sometimes the final is either that length

As the return value at each level. However, the correct return value

Figure 5: A pattern of incorrect stack traces made by 4 students. We show 4 Tweets here in order to illustrate several related scenarios.

We saw a mistake in incorrectly-

return value described in the trace was not what would actually be returned by the method (as in the example in Figure 5). We observed this even in some cases where students had a correct test case for the return value (shown as assertEQuals in the example). This has aspects of other incorrect models of recursion, especially the Return Value Model of Götschi et al. [4], described as:

... the misconception that at each instantiation a value is evaluated, before the next instantiation is complete. These values are stored and all combined into a solution.

That is, students associate relevant values with each recursive call but do not correctly describe when or how they are combined into a final answer. Indeed, given that students’ traces would sometimes indicate a different answer than what their own code had produced in a test case, they may have been applying incorrect evaluation semantics by rote and not making connections to their program. This general mistake is also related to misconceptions that have been repeatedly observed about recursive calls whose results are used in subsequent computation [6, 15].

We take a few lessons from this. First and most importantly, this assessment is giving information about student understanding beyond what we can get from automated test cases. In these examples, the students’ code typically produced the right answer, and the video provided useful triangulating information about their understanding of recursion.

Second, there are a few ways to improve the assessment:

(1) If a student chooses an example that happens to have content lengths in increasing order, they could make this mistake and still produce a correct stack trace. Any time the last ReplyTweet has the longest contents, a student could make this mistake and get the final return value correct. We can improve similar future prompts to incorporate ordering.

(2) We made less use of the temporality of video when assessing this recursion trace than with loop traces; we only need to observe the final resulting stack trace to see the mistake and guess at misconceptions. However, we could also ask students to fill in the calls in the order that they happen and then the return values in the order that they happen. This would force them to use what Lewis calls the Simulating Execution strategy of tracing recursion [9] and may reveal more misconceptions about evaluation and return order.
We are concerned about missing 12 cases where a deduction should have been applied. 3 of these were for students who passed the midterm – these students should have had to re-test.

We did not give any explicit structure for students to do so, and had to double grade the results nudges students towards observing the discrepancy between their trace and the behavior of their program.

(Not) Tracing Multiple Recursive Calls from the Same Frame. We observed that 22 of the 32 students with a correct solution for this problem submitted code like this:

```java
int lengthOfLongest() {
  if(contents.length() > replyTo.lengthOfLongest()) {
    return this.contents.length();
  }
  return this.replyTo.lengthOfLongest();
}
```

This solution has correct functionality, but it takes exponential time to run in the worst case. Runtime analysis is not an explicit learning outcome in this course. However, students who wrote this code did not incorporate the exponential tree-shaped recursion pattern into their traces. Indeed, we did not even give them a good structure to write this. However, a correct trace for a 3-Tweet thread as suggested in the prompt would show (up to) 7 calls: 1 for the initial call, which calls ReplyTweet.lengthOfLongest twice, each of which call TextTweet.lengthOfLongest twice.

Of the 19 students whose submissions we reviewed with a passing score on their first exam attempt, 11 wrote the (worse) exponential code and 8 did not. In contrast, of the 20 students who had to re-test at the end of the quarter, 11 wrote the (worse) exponential code did not incorporate the exponential tree-shaped recursion pattern into their traces. Indeed, we did not even give them a good structure to write this. However, a correct trace for a 3-Tweet thread as suggested in the prompt would show (up to) 7 calls: 1 for the initial call, which calls ReplyTweet.lengthOfLongest twice, each of which call TextTweet.lengthOfLongest twice.

We likely need more structure than this: through our analysis, we learned that do not show up directly as a measured outcome in our analysis: 22 of the 32 students with a correct solution for this problem submitted code like this:

```java
int lengthOfLongest() {
  if(contents.length() > replyTo.lengthOfLongest()) {
    return this.contents.length();
  }
  return this.replyTo.lengthOfLongest();
}
```

We have also reflected on aspects of the course and assessment that do not show up directly as a measured outcome in our analysis:

Re-testing Recursion. We did not take into account the fact that more students struggled with recursion than with loops when designing the final exam. As a result, there was no tracing of recursion (just programming) on the final, which likely missed an opportunity for important re-testing. This was an assessment oversight; in future quarters we will be more deliberate about using the results of the in-quarter exams to choose the most important content to re-test at the end of the quarter.

Grading for Competency. We reconsidered the grades for students with satisfactory code but with video deductions who passed the midterm according to our rubric. We think that these students would have benefited from the practice and re-test of the final – scoring 1/3 on the video portion of the midterm should have been sufficient to pass. The senior instructional staff debated this while grading, and given the newness of the policy, erred on the side of passing students. Also, some students (and staff!) had a misconception that points out of 10 ought to represent a percentage, and it was unfair that an “80%” would not pass. We will seek clearer ways to report our competency-based grading metrics in the future.

Ultimately, we have found an additional useful tool for our instructional toolkit. We expect to use it again and improve on it to learn about our students’ understanding at scale.

5 WILL WE TRY THIS AGAIN?

Our analysis demonstrates that the tracing and video components of this assessment reveal aspects of students’ (mis)understandings that are not evident just from their code submissions. This alone gives us confidence to continue to use it, even as we may be able to complement it with other assessment mechanisms (e.g. synchronous in-person exams) that are more feasible now than they were when we first started using this strategy for remote instruction.

We have learned several ways we can improve the assessment:

- Design prompts for programs that will have different behavior based on students’ choice of loop tracing strategy
- Design prompts for recursive programs that lead students to explore return values from intermediate stack frames
- Consider richer models of stack traces for richer recursive patterns and how students can author them
- Improve the grading process for instructional staff with more cross-checking and refined rubric design

We have also reflected on aspects of the course and assessment that do not show up directly as a measured outcome in our analysis:
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